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Preface

This lecture was originally addressed in Afrikaans to a group of Protestant
and Roman Catholic ministers and theologians. The aim was not so much
polemic, but it served to initiate the discourse between Protestant and
Roman Catholic theologians on the matters which they regarded as serious
points of dispute between the two confessions. In general there is too much
ignorance in our country regarding the exact viewpoints of the Roman
Catholic Church and the reasons for the Protestant rejection thereof. In this
particular lecture an attempt was made to concentrate on one aspect of
these differences and to deal with it as objectively as possible.
As a few years have elapsed since this speech was delivered in 1975, the
list of references does not include the newest publications. It is our sincere
hope that this will not be detrimental to the cause.
E. Brown

(On behalf of the Publication Committee)

Through the ages one of the marked differences between Rome and the
Reformation, has been the Mary cult as practised in the Roman Catholic
Church. It is, of course, not the most important point of difference. There
are the matters of creed which exist between Rome and the Reformation;
matters which are of a more fundamental nature than the veneration of
Mary, as both these confessional groups will agree; e.g. the differences concerning the relationship between Scripture and tradition, the justification
through faith only, the clerical offices and such. Yet the difference concerning Mary veneration remains a grave matter which cannot be ignored. Not
only is this the case because Protestants find it an exceptionally irritating
element in the religious practices of Rome, but also because of the realization that all fundamental differences in religious practice between Rome
and the Reformation are in some way or other connected with this particular item in the Roman Catholic practices of piety. It is therefore important to consider this aspect, as it is just possible that one may learn more of
the real character of the faith of an ecclesiastic community from the practical piety of the people of the Church than from carefully worded
theological treatises.
It is not our aim to deal extensively with Mariology as theological
dicipline. We wish to pay more attention to the Mary cult in its obvious
revival in the Roman Catholic Church during recent times, as well as its intentional stimulation by the church. The very nature of the matter however,
will make it essential to refer to the theological backgrounds and the
substructure of the practical piety in the veneration of the Virgin Mary.
We wish to discuss the subject under four headings. Firstly, attention will
be paid to the question whether the recent renewal in the Roman Catholic
Church has effected any fundamental change as regards the age-old Mary
cult. Secondly we shall take a closer look at the developments since the
culmination of the Second Vatican Council. Following that we shall take
note of the dogmatic context within which the Mary cult functions, and to
conclude, we should like to ask Rome a few questions as prompted by Protestant reaction.
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1. The Mary cult and renewal

The aggiornamento which has manifested itself in the Roman Catholic
Church since the primate of Pope John XXIII, widely raised hopes that the
Mary cult would be forced into the background.
It is a fact, however, that there were many within the Roman Catholic
Church who hoped that the Second Vatican Council would stimulate the
worship of Mary, while here and there it might have been expected that it
would not only contribute towards, but actually bring about the announcement of another dogma as regards the Virgin Mary, viz. that, together with
Christ, she is co-Redeemer. Yet, in general, the climate was such that there
was reason to believe that the renewal would cause a moderation rather than
be a stimulant to Mary veneration.
The outspoken aim of Pope John XXIII was indeed to bring about a
renewal which would act as an incentive to those outside the Roman
Catholic Church to return to the Mother Church. However, only a most
unenlightened person could have thought that extending the veneration of
Mary could possibly have this effect, on Protestants at any rate. In addition
to this, it was clear from the start that the renewal breaking through, was
strongly connected to a new biblical interest in the Roman Catholic Church.
It is obvious, however, that the Roman Catholic Church has removed itself
furthest from the simplicity of Scripture especially where it concerns questions surrounding Mary.
Since the Council of Trente, two dogmas concerning Mary have been promulgated - the dogma of the immaculate conception of Mary (1854) and
the dogma of the ascension of Mary (1950) - both of which are devoid of
any vestige of grounds based on Scripture. It can therefore rightly be stated
that the theology, as well as the formulation of dogma in the Roman
Catholic Church, followed popular devoutness rather than formed it. Furthermore, the promulgation of these two dogmas was only possible after the
Council of Trente had placed Scripture and tradition on an equal footing.
This created the possibility to promulgate a dogma not implicitly contained
in Scripture itself, but based on the traditional faith of the church (i.e. in the
so-called "traditio constitutiva"). Thus: if the new movement in the Roman
Catholic Church had been supported by a new interest in Scripture - and
there exists no reason to doubt this - it would have been logical to expect
its insistence on a sounder confession and understanding of Christ in His
central and exclusive significance rather than place more accent on the
veneration of Mary.
Indeed, this expectation did not lead to complete disappointment. In
reality Pope John XXIII differed from Pope Pius XII who was greatly
predisposed in favour of the veneration of Mary. Not only did he pro2
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mulgate the ascension of Mary, but he also repeatedly referred to the
veneration of Mary in encyclical letters, commending its significance to
clerical communities (cf. the encyclical Fulgens Corona of 1953, Ad Coeli
Reginam of 1954 Le Pélerinage de Lourdes of 1957 and numerous
references to Mary in other encyclical letters). In contrast to this, Pope John
XXIII revealed a much stronger concentration on Christ. It could be expected that the veneration of Mary would not be further stimulated under
his leadership of the church. This expectation was considerably strengthened by the fact that, concerning the matter of the sources of the revelation,
the Council took the point of view that Scripture and tradition were not two
independent sources, but that they were closely bound together, thus
rendering it much more difficult to conceive of the expansion of dogmas
without direct or implicit Scriptural proof.
As it happened during the Council, no separate and independent constitution concerning Mary was agreed upon, pronouncements on this issue having been incorporated as a sub-division in the constitution concerning the
church.'This decision was preceded by considerable discussion. Almost half
of the members of the Council strongly felt that the Mary creed merited an
independent constitution and that it could not be regarded as a mere subdivision of the ecclesiology. Discussion on this took place between the
Mariological "maximalists" and "minimalists" as they are usually called.
The "maximalists" are in favour of paying the veneration of Mary as much
attention as possible, whereas the "minimalists" endeavour to retain Mary
veneration more or less within its biblical proportion. " Although someone
like Semmelroth denies that a meaningful distinction exists between maximalists and minimalists," it cannot be denied that important differences exist concerning the nature and rightful place of Mary veneration within the
rank and file of the Roman Catholic Church. Especially within the circles
of the so-called minimalists there is great concern about the excessive practices as regards Mary veneration. More often than not they are fairly sensitive to Protestant criticism concerning the Mary cult. In their own
criticism of Mary veneration as it manifests itself in Roman Catholic
devoutness, they particularly emphasize that Mary cannot take the place of
Christ; that there is only one Mediator, namely Christ; that Mary should
always be understood as being closey connected to the church as a whole
and that care should be exercised in bestowing titles of honour on Mary,
e.g. that she might be "co-Redemptrix".
The disagreement between maximalists and minimalists at the Council
therefore did play an important part which was closely connected to the
general renewal in the Roman Catholic theology, and it will appear that the
minimalists made the greater impact. On reading the section concerning
Mary in the constitution pertaining to the church, one is impressed by the
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fact that terms like mediatrix and co-Redemptrix have been avoided. It also
contains a warning against excesses in the veneration of Mary and against
credulity in this sphere as well as a warning against anything that may create
the wrong impression concerning the Roman Catholic views on Mary
amongst the divided brethren. Another important factor is the rejection of
any kind of Mary veneration which, in reality, is not any more a veneration
of Christ. All this clearly points to the fact that the Council did not want to
regard Mary in any light other than her connectedness to Christ and the
church, and also that an effort was made to confine the veneration of Mary
to what is said about her in the Scriptures. The intention here could only
have been to steer popular devoutness into purer channels.
14

2. Developments since Vaticanum II

No-one should however conceive of the thought that the Second Vatican
Council in the least approached the veneration of Mary in a semi-Protestant
spirit. The differences between maximalists and minimalists concern the
way in which Mary veneration should function in ecclesiastical life, but do
not consider the question whether Mary may be rightfully venerated and
whether popular devoutness may be tolerated. As a result these differences
assume a relative nature.
It is indeed clear that even the maximalists could warn against excesses, in
spite of their acceptance of the motto: de Maria nunquam satis (where Mary
is concerned it can never be enough) attributed to Bernard, and which
played an important part in the Roman Catholic realm. On the other hand
the minimalists do not intend to doubt the rightfulness of the veneration of
Mary, in spite of their warning against a wrong approach to it. In the
declaration of the Second Vatican Council the veneration of Mary is
sincerely recommended and bound to the heart of believers because of its
existence in the church since time immemorial, as a personal veneration of
the Mother of God. Should one look for the Council's own contribution to
the theme of Mary veneration, it must be sought in the intention to bring
about a deep bond between the Mary cult and the ecclesiastic liturgy, to
place it under the discipline of the teaching of the church fathers and, guided by these, to create particular boundaries between which it should move.
It is therefore not strange either that the Mary cult has been blossoming
luxuriantly since the Second Vatican Council. It should even be said that
much was done by Pope Paul VI to stimulate the veneration of Mary
anew. As an example of the way in which he did it, we refer to the clear
call to the practice of the Mary cult issued by the pope on February 2nd,
1974. In this he encouraged all bishops to see to it that the veneration of
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Mary was stimulated. The veneration of Mary also flourishes in many
places, especially in well-known centra where special shrines and statues of
Mary exist as a remembrance to appearances of Mary or exceptional
wonders of healing and the answering of prayers allegedly brought about by
her intervention. (Lourdes, Fatima, etc.). The meeting of large
Mariological and Mary congresses strongly stimulated the veneration of
Mary within the Roman Catholic Church since the Council. 1975 was even
declared a holy year and during Pentecost two congresses concerning Mary
took place in Rome. One of them, the Mariological congress, paid special
attention to the golden age of Mary veneration, viz. the eighth to the twelfth
century, while the other, the Mary congress, chose as its theme the relationship between Mary and the Holy Spirit. Also in our own country much is
done concerning the worship of Mary, as one can easily be convinced of
when consulting Roman Catholic Church Publications. Praying to Mary is
commended and encouragement is given to entrust the solution of all problems in life to Mary."
It is enlightening to dwell a little more on the appeal of the pope. The entire publication makes it clear that he sides himself with the pronouncements of the Council and that he endeavours to expand on the content of the pronouncements of the Council. His appeal addressed to the
church, to busy itself with pondering Mary's place in the redeeming work of
God and then draw conclusions as regards the veneration of Mary, was
considered by cardinal Pellegrino in L'Osseratore Romano" to be a
milestone on the road followed by the church in its involvement with Mary
veneration. Here follows a short resume of this papal appeal:
Firstly the pope asks the question whether it is advisable, at a time when
even faith in God is disputed by many, to pay attention to a theme from
Christian faith which can be regarded as peripheral and secondary, viz. the
veneration of Mary. He also asks whether it is right to expect an interest in a
matter of devotion at a time when people are dedicating their energy to
change the world with its numerous forms of injustice. His answer points
out that such grave times precisely emphasize the necessity of prayer. The
veneration of Mary should be regarded as part and parcel of the worship of
God, based on the special role played by Mary in God's work of redemption. According to the pope it has been repeatedly evident in history that the
veneration of Mary is closely bound to and has always revolved around the
worship of God, thus always contributing to its deepening.
In joining the council's point of view that the veneration of Mary should
be closely connected with the liturgy, the pope points out extensively that
within the liturgy at definite times in the year (and actually uninterrupted
throughout the entire liturgical year) there is ample opportunity to pay attention to Mary, as it is this that concerns itself with the celebration of oc19
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currences of salvation in which Mary was bound to her Son in the most profound way possible. The church provides several special feasts for Mary:
the celebration of the Immaculate Conception of Mary (8 December), the
celebration of the Annunciation (25 March) and the Ascension of Mary
(25 August). Apart from these celebrations however, there are always opportunities to think of Mary at every occasion on which the salvation work
of Christ is called to mind.
Together with the encouragement to make room for Mary in the liturgy
of the church, the pope also favours the local veneration of Mary, as it is
linked to special occasions and above all should be granted a place in the
Saturday masses. By quoting numerous texts from the Bible where, in some
way or other, reference is made to Mary, the pope maintains that the liturgy
emphasizes that Mary should be understood as an example to the church
through her faith, obedience, prayer life, willingness to sacrifice,
motherliness and suffering. He concludes the first part of his appeal by saying that, through Mary's example, we can see how just it is that the Council
has declared that the Mary cult should be promoted in ample measure.
In the second part of the message the pope dwells on the renewal of the
veneration of Mary. He calls on the entire church to formulate new ways of
Mary veneration where it becomes evident that the old forms are no longer
suitable in the modern way of life. Where renewal is concerned the church
should adhere to the norm that Mary may not be venerated in any other way
than in a Trinitarian and Christological context. The role of the Holy Spirit
in the veneration of Mary especially, should receive more attention and the
clerical character of the Mary cult must be maintained. It is clear that the
guide-lines prescribed for the Mary cult by the Council (that it should be
well-founded on biblical, ecumenical, liturgical and anthropological
grounds) are once again emphasized by the pope. In some way or other the
veneration of Mary must be inspired by and remain in agreement with the
liturgy. Nevertheless the pope warns against the blending of Mary veneration and the liturgical worship of God through Christ. The veneration of
Mary has its own place and character, and it is important that especially the
mass-liturgy should not be penetrated by elements of the Mary cult.
The pope, like the Council, warns against venerating Mary in such a manner that it would give offence to the divided brethern. He also repeats the
pronouncement of the Council however, that the church is pleased that the
worship of Mary is not lacking amongst the divided brethern, especially
among members of the Eastern Church. In contrast with the Council he also
mentions Anglican theologians in this connection. 24 It is said of the Reformatory brethern that love for the Holy Scriptures flourishes among them,
and from this it is expected that it must eventually lead to the veneration of
Mary. Although the pope warns against false tendencies in Mary veneration
12

which cannot be brought into agreement with the true Catholic creed, it is
nevertheless clear that he refrains from putting a damper on it. He even
hopes that the veneration of Mary, in spite of the existence of vast differences between Catholics and non-Catholic brethern, will eventually be
instrumental in uniting them all.
The pope also makes the observation that, seen in the light of modern anthropology, renewals in the veneration of Mary will possibly have to be effected. There are many people in modern times who find it difficult to identify themselves with the image of Mary as the humble woman of Nazareth.
In spite of this he is of the opinion that Mary could be an example and ideal,
also for modern man. Although she figured in totally different circumstances and in a remote era, her exemplary qualities remain of
significance, even today. The important aim for Mary veneration is indeed
to glorify God and to urge Christians to dedicate themselves completely to
the will of God. This can be learnt from Mary, and this remains unchangingly the same through all time."
In the third part of his appeal, the pope turns to more practical matters,
amongst which is named the practice of piety through the Angelus and the
Rosary. It is not important to our aim to dwell on what the pope has to say
about this. Here too, the pope tries to orientate traditional devoutness more
Christologically. On perusal of what is said here however, a Protestant
becomes deeply impressed by the vast distance between the Roman Catholic
type of devoutness and that of the Protestants . . . a distance it would not be
easy to bridge, in spite of all the renewal movements in the Roman Catholic
Church.
Of greater importance to our purpose is the pope's conclusion, in which
he turns his attention to the theological and pastoral value of the Mary cult.
Here, again, he emphasizes that the veneration of Mary forms an intrinsic
element in Christian worship and that the homage paid to Mary by the
church is deeply steeped in Scripture and the church doctrine. Christ is the
only Way to the Father, the supreme Example of the believers. Yet the
church, inspired by the Holy Spirit and by virtue of centuries of experience,
admitted that Mary veneration, subjected to the worship of Christ and in
close contact with it, has great pastoral significance which in itself is a force
spurring on renewal of the Christian way of life. This is the result of the fact
that the intercession of Mary, and her exemplary holiness and divine grace,
provide humanity with a new ground for hope. Mary, in her role of mother
of the faithful, teaches the people of God to turn, with childlike trust, to her
who is always prepared to listen with motherly tenderness and extends to
them her effective help. In this way the people of God were taught to hail
her as the comfort of all in tribulation, as the help in healing the sick, as
refuge to sinners, because comfort, assistance and deliverance can always be
13

found with her.26 She who is free from iniquity leads her children to fight sin
with fortitude and conviction. If members of the church should intensify
their awareness of the virtues of Mary and allow a reflection thereof to
penetrate their own lives, it will bear rich fruit for them. In this sense the
veneration of Mary is a powerful aid in making progress in grace.

3. The context within which the Mary cult functions

The doctrinal context wherein the veneration of Mary should be placed, has
already to some extent become clear from the papal appeal. Yet it is
necessary that we study this in depth, otherwise it may not be clearly
understood by the outsider.
According to the present Roman Catholic doctrine there are four doctrinal pronouncements which every believer must accept as necessary for
salvation. 27
They are:
a) the pronouncement that Mary is Theotokos or the Mother of God,
made by the Council of Ephesus in 431;
b) the doctrine that Mary always remained a virgin - before, during and
after the birth of Christ, so that eternal virginity should be attributed to
her (semper virgo) ;
c) the pronouncement of the immaculate conception of Mary, which
means that, by virtue of an undeserved gift from God, for the sake of
Christ, she was undefiled by original sin (pronouned in 1854);
d) the pronouncement that Mary was glorified in body and soul to be with
the resurrected Christ, also known as the dogma of the corporeal
assumption of Mary in heaven (pronounced in 1950).
These four dogmas are closely bound up with the particular place of
Mary in the plan of salvation and according to the Roman Catholic
conviction simply follow from it. Fundamentally it means that Mary
was involved with and instrumentally active in the incarnation of the
Word2* in a unique way. With a view to this she was elected by God,
from eternity, to fill this particular role. In that she is the representative
and terminal point of Israel according to the flesh. Even in the Old
Testament Roman Catholic theologians find various references to
Mary, such as the so-called maternal promise of Gen. 3:15 (the seed of
the woman shall bruise the head of the serpent) and in Isaiah 7:14 (a
young woman shall conceive and bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel). It is also pointed out that she is the embodiment of the true
14

people of God in the Old Covenant who kept alive the hope for the
coming Messiah, particularly in their poverty and humanity. According
to Rome however, the role of Mary in salvation work is clearly spelt out
in the New Testament. Her willingness and obedience to act as mother
to the Son of God, is interpreted as being a deed with which she "made
good" the disobedience of Eve. From olden times the parallel drawn
between Adam and Christ in the Scriptures has been supplemented by
the parallel between Eve and Mary, and although it is said that Mary is
not comparable to Christ as regards their parts in salvation, it is nevertheless clear that her agreement to conceive the life that would renew all
things as mother, provides her with a definite causal role in the realisation of salvation. Her agreement to the advent of the Lord places Mary
at the head of mankind in as far as it is the receiver of salvation, and
virtually comprises in a single deed the whole content of faith as assent
to the command of God. Without her consent redemption could not
have taken place. Rome takes pains to make it clear that this essential
role of Mary does not place her on the same level with Christ. He is and
remains the Redeemer who retains the initiative in our redemption, and
in no other way than through His mercy could she agree to receive Him
in her womb. And yet ... her human consent is an essential link in the
realisation of His salvation work.
All other pronouncements concerning Mary in the New Testament are interpreted from this angle and the receptive faith of Mary is discovered
everywhere through her participation in the life, the work, the suffering of
Christ in a way which has significance for all people. The texts which time
and again captivate the attention of Rome, are Luke 1:28 (Hail, O favoured
one), Luke 1 : 4 1 - 4 5 (Mary's visit to Elizabeth and her words to Mary),
Luke 2 : 3 4 - 3 5 (the words of Simeon, that a sword would pierce Mary's
soul), Luke 2:41 - 51 (that Mary kept all these things in her heart) John
2:1 - 5 (Mary's request to Jesus at the marriage at Cana), John 19:25 and
26:27 (Mary at the cross and Jesus' words to her), Acts 1:14 (Mary amongst
those who devoted themselves to prayer before Pentecost). It is natural that
Gal. 4:4 should repeatedly feature with these, and it is emphasized that
Christ was born of a woman so that we might receive the adoption as
children. Apparently all these texts sound quite different to the ears of a
Roman Catholic theologian than to those of a Protestant; obviously
because he finds himself in a tradition in which it was regarded as a matter
of course for these texts to be interpreted within a particular context. According to the conviction of the Roman Catholic Church they all pronounce
that Mary fulfils a unique role in the realization of salvation, by virtue of
29
which she merits particular homage.
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Because of this, Mary is honoured with various titles, e.g. Daughter of
Zion, the Second Eve, the Mother of the Living, the Queen of Heaven, the
Queen of the Universe, etc. She is said to be the archetype of the faithful
because she followed her Son without question and in faith, without
knowledge of the culmination of all these things. In her faith she has
become the cause of salvation of the entire human race and simultaneously
set a living example to the faithful of how they should participate in faith
and love in the redemptive work of Christ, although they could never do it
in the same way as she did. In this connection Mary is also called the Mother
of the Church.' 0 It is regarded as being significant that she was involved in
the prayer for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, which was the hour of
birth of the church. As such she is also the archetype of the church, for it is
depicted in her what part the church will one day have in the glorification.
As the eminently beloved Daughter of the Father and Temple of the Holy
Spirit, she merits the highest priority above any other creature in heaven
and on earth. She herself was redeemed by God, but as the one who was
redeemed by God in the most eminent way, she has made it possible,
through her collaboration with God (in the birth of Christ), for the
members of the body of Christ to be born within the church and therefore
she may rightly be called the Mother of the members of the body of Christ,
i.e. the church. Her connection to the church is thus twofold: as the most
eminent member and as the mother thereof.
If Mary is understood as the Mother of the church it is actually logical
that she could also be called "Mediatrix", or, as it is often
formulated:"Mediatrix of all mercy." 31 Opposition which at times arises in
the Roman Catholic Church against this name given to Mary, is not caused
so much by the differences concerning Mary's role in the realization of
salvation, but by the consideration that this designation is susceptible to
misunderstanding, in that it may become a threat to the sole mediatorship
of Christ. In Roman thought, however, this title does not elevate Mary to
the same level as Christ. His mediatorship is unique and fundamental,
whereas her mediatorship assumes a secondary character and in particular
respects could be shared by all the saints. Mary's mediatorship is encompassed by the mediatorial work of Christ. According to Rome it is
characteristic of the mediatorial work of Christ to uplift people to participation in the Divine-human nature and activity of the Redeemer. The mercy
received from Christ by a redeemed person becomes, within him, a source
of redemption for his fellow-men. In an archetypical sense this is true of
Mary: she who originally conceived the Source of all life within her, has
become, in this way, the spiritual mother of all other members of the
church. 32
The spiritual motherhood or mediatorship of Mary is usually seen in two
16

aspects. Firstly we have the historic, objective, existential connection between Mary and the work of Christ; secondly the supra-historical and
perpetual spiritual care of Mary for all those who have been bound to Christ
through the passing of the ages. With her intercession she intervenes for the
church with the Father. Like all the saints, Mary intercedes for the church.
However, it assumes a special character in her case as, through her physical
bond with the Son of God, she retains a unique relationship with Christ in
all eternity." As mother of God she has a unique bond with the Holy Trinity.34 She occupies a special place with God, and therefore her mediation between the faithful and Christ has special significance. By virtue of her function as intercessor the church hails her by the names "Intercessor, Helper,
Protector and Mediatrix." She and her own redemption have redeeming
significance to other people, because she has been absorbed in the redemption work of Christ, just as, on their own level, all the saints have a share in
the work of Christ. In this way Mary typefies the church which in its entirety is also called the mother of the faithful and through its bond with Christ
mediates redemption to its members. Just as Mary had received in humility
and simplicity all her salvation from Christ, even so the church should do
the same. As Mary gave birth to the Son of God, the church likewise,
through its testimony and mediation of mercy should bring about the birth
of the Son of God in the hearts of the people. And as Mary, as the first
human being, was granted the full bliss and glorification with Christ, in
body and soul (through her ascension), thus the church will one day share in
the full glorification. For the church therefore, Mary is a source of hope
and consolation. Her glorification forms the foundation of the assurance of
the church that it will itself be taken up in glory one day. 35
The eternal virginity of Mary is given special meaning within this context.
Indeed, this testifies that she devoted herself to her son immaculately and
thus can be called the bride of Christ, although she is his mother. In this she
is the type of the church as the bride of the Lamb. The fact that she could
devote herself to Christ in such manner is concomitant with her immaculate
conception, according to the Roman Catholic Church. That means that
from the time of her conception, all effects of original sin have been removed from her life through the atonement of Christ, which enabled her to
fulfil her exceptional role in the realization of salvation, and to give birth to
the Mediator who was also free of all original sin.16
This is the background against which the veneration of Mary in the
Roman Catholic Chrch should be seen. In order to grasp the veneration of
Mary in its true significance, one should take note of the way in which
Rome qualifies this veneration. In the first place it is very strongly emphasized that the veneration of Mary should not be confused with Mary
worship. Roman Catholic theology distinguishes between douleia and
17

latreia, of which the latter can be rendered only to God, whereas douleia
can be rendered to Mary and the Saints.17 Worship belongs to God alone.
When a creature of God is venerated, it is done by virtue of his inherent
dignity because of his origin out of God and the grace bestowed on him by
God. Thus people may honour each other amongst themselves during their
earthly life. More homage is paid to saints who have reached their destination with God through Christ, than to other people (douleia). This douleia
is in reality homage paid to God Himself, as God is honoured through His
creature to whom He has granted so much glory and honour. The creature
is honoured because of his intrinsic value as granted to him by God. Hyperdouleia is bestowed upon Mary, not because the homage paid to her is different from that paid to all the saints, but because Mary is entitled to special
veneration through her unique bond with Christ and her exceptional role in
the preparation of our salvation. Her intercession is indeed more intensive
and universal than that of the other saints and her relationship with the
Trinity results in her access to the Trinity as bearing a richer fruit than that
of the other saints. Yet neither is even this hyperdouleia the same as worship. It does not place Mary on the same level with Christ or with God. The
hailing of Mary is a form of communion with her as with a mother who is
concerned for her child and who grants him care and love within the whole
.
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scheme of the communion of saints.
What veneration is therefore bestowed upon Mary in the Roman Catholic
Church, it is always theologically interpreted as a human veneration which
does not place her on the same level with God or Christ. She remains on the
side of the people, in contrast to Christ who is on the side of God. Her
mediation of salvation has objective and subjective aspects. She is praised
for both, and when she is hailed and asked to intercede with God on behalf
of the people, it refers to her share in subjective salvation. She leads the
people to Christ, prays for them together with all the saints, and especially
implores Him for the gift of the Spirit in their interest. It may well be said
that her merit, together with that of Christ, is to benefit of the faithful, 39 yet
it is especially her perpetual care and intercession for the faithful with God
which is accentuated. Herein Rome is convinced that the boundaries attributed to the creature, are not exceeded, or that the honour of God is in no
way diminished.

4. A Protestant reaction

So sure is Rome that it is on the right track concerning the veneration of
Mary, that continual challenges are addressed to Protestantism to rectify
matters with the Scriptural doctrine concerning Mary. In his book, Konzil
18

und Wiedervereinigung, written in 1960, before the Second Vatican Council, Hans Kilng points out that not only can there be a too much in
Mariology, but also a too little. It is obviously his aim to pose Protestantism
a few nettly questions when he asks what Protestantism is doing about the
numerous places in the Bible where Mary is discussed, and whether the
evangelic Christians do not want to side themselves with all the generations
of whom Mary herself says that they will call her blessed. He asks whether
Christ can be praised without praising the one who gave Christ his decisive
fiat. Can one "Qberhaupt" be Christian, without being attached to Mary
("Marianisch")? 4 0
Often it is pointed out from the Roman Catholic point of view that the
Reformers were not in the least as antipathetic towards Mary as the subsequent churches of the Reformation. In a number of pronouncements concerning Mary, Luther voiced thoughts which Catholics like to quote, and
Calvin was convinced that Mary remained a virgin throughout her life.41
The title, Theotokos, was indeed rejected by Calvin, but (it is then said) it
was linked to a Nestorian trait in his Christology, whereas Luther, Zwingli
and Bullinger had no objection to calling Mary the Mother of God. 42
As Protestants we can thus not escape the challange to reflect deeply
upon the texts on Mary in the Bible. 4 ' Here indeed, we cannot allow
ourselves to be led only by reaction and condemnation. It is also impossible
for us, in conjunction with the strong trend in modern theology, to deny the
virgin birth of Christ and on these grounds engage in controversy with the
veneration of Mary in the Roman Catholic Church. 44 We shall have to be
prepared to honour the Scriptures fully in this matter, and to follow them.
In this connection one may perhaps call to mind what was written by
Bavinck: "Mary is most blessed among all women; on her was bestowed an
honour which was granted to no other creature. In the undeserved grace
granted to her, she rises above all people and angels. Rome has rightfully
maintained it; to him who denies it, the incarnation of God has no serious
meaning." 45
And yet, even if we desire that this message of the Scriptures should come
into its right, we are still faced with insurmountable difficulties where the
Mary cult of the Roman Catholic Church is concerned. This does not pertain to all sorts of aberrations in the popular devoutness, in spite of the
truth that this is the most obvious to the Protestant and above all else, goes
against his grain. Such aberrations are bad enough, but Rome itself often
realizes how unbiblically certain childlike believers think about the veneration of Mary and how they assign a place to her which she does not merit;
placing her on the side of God and no longer on the side of redeemed
mankind. True too, is the fact that these aberrations in popular devoutness
are not sufficiently restricted by church policy and theology which should in
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fact expose them in their wrongness. This is the situation, simply because
the Roman Catholic Church and theology make allowances for it and
therefore help to promote it in an indirect way. It is not our aim, however, to
dwell on the derailments as such, but to study the core of the matter, as
ideally introduced and presented in the Roman Catholic doctrine and
theology. On this point we would like to ask a few questions:
(a) Our first question is whether it is not an impermissible leap to make a
transition from the devotion which should be given to God because of
the grace He bestowed upon Mary, to the veneration of Mary herself.
To the Protestant concept, this remains a chasm that cannot be bridged. It is certainly good and right to revere God for the grace He
bestows upon His creatures and for the honour He grants them by
employing them in His service. It is also right to honour those who are
so highly honoured by God that He grants them a special position in the
plan of His salvation. In this sense it is good and right that the church
should show deep respect towards all those who played a part in the
salvation work of God: Abraham, David, Peter, Paul, John and others
that can be named. Mary also belongs to this category. It is however, a
totally different matter whether one is filled with deep respect for such
heaven-favoured people or whether one sees them as objects that merit
veneration and testimonies of praise. This brings about a transfer which
has far-reaching consequences. The heaven-favoured being is given a
place within the frame of religious veneration, which should be given to
God alone. The mere fact that Rome can speak of Mary cult, points out
that veneration of Mary assumes the character of religious veneration.
It is however, once and for all, unacceptable. In the New Testament we
search in vain for any such thing. Even in the early history of the church
there is no sign ot it. The texts quoted by Rome to substantiate this
veneration of Mary, are simply loaded with a significance lacking in
Scripture. The leap from the homage paid to God for the mercy He
bestowed upon Mary, to the veneration of Mary herself, is not made
possible by Scripture. The distinction between latreia and douleia is certainly meant to formulate a marked difference between the worship of
God and the veneration of man, but no support whatsoever for such a
veneration of man is found in Scripture.
Rome is exceptionally sensitive to the accusation that the veneration of
Mary is linked to the religious veneration of "mother-goddesses" from
pagan antiquity and points out that aspects of similarity are no proof of any
causal connection between these pagan practices and the Mary cult. Such
similar points could be satisfactorily explained by the form in which people
wish to clothe their human urge to express their veneration. Yet it is interesting to note that in recent times a Roman Catholic theologian like Hans
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Kilng does not hesitate to point out that numerous factors contributed to
the origin of Mary veneration as it occurs in Roman Catholicism. Amongst
these he refers specifically to the cult of mother goddesses in Asia and
amongst the Celts and ancient Germans. He is eager to make it clear that
the veneration of Mary originally arose in the Orient, and by this obviously
aims to touch on its unfortunate background. He says, moreover, that the
veneration of Mary exceeds by far the biblical "impulses" lying behind it
and that, although the hyperdouleia of Mary is theologically distinguished
from the worship of God, the consciousness that Mary is a creature and a
human being often played a negligible part in the veneration bestowed on
her, especially during the Middle Ages.
The real question is thus if Rome should not admit more clearly that,
where the veneration of Mary is concerned, especially as it is tied up with
the liturgy, an impermissible leap has taken place which should never have
been defended theologically.
(b) A second question is concomitant with this; that is if the veneration of
Mary, in which she is addressed, in which she is communicáted with affectionately, in which she is trusted, in which her continual presence is
confessed, does not in reality distract the attention from Christ, even if
it is maintained that the veneration of Mary is aimed at drawing the attention to Christ. It is a historical fact that, since the Middle Ages, the
accent on the veneration of Mary as the mother of Christ has been
shifted to the present role of Mary as the eternally virginal Mother of
God and Queen of Heaven. Since the time of Bernardus of Clairvaux
she has in greater measure been understood as the embodiment of mercy and love and been seen as someone closer to the people than Christ,
so that it is wise to approach Him through her, as He cannot easily
refuse her requests (cf. the appeal in this connection to John 2). Bearing
Scripture in mind, one must enquire whence the necessity to go to Jesus
through Mary arises. Whence the boldness to grant Mary a place in the
salvation work of God, which goes above her unique and historic position in the salvation plan of God? Does Christ need some-one like this?
Does Scripture lead us on this trail in any way? It is striking that in the
veneration of Mary terms are used of her which are only used of Christ
in Scripture. Consolation and security is expected of her. Her position
in heaven is more or less the guarantee of our salvation. In more than
one instance it is clear that Mary is moved into a position which according to the Scripture is filled solely by Christ. The same must be said of
the relationship between Mary and the Holy Spitit. Things ascribed to
the Holy Spirit in Scripture are frequently ascribed to Mary in veneration.
To a Protestant it can only seem that in the veneration of Mary as
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mediatrix or even co-redemptrix some form of reduplication takes
place, in that pronouncements are made concerning her which, according to Scripture, concern Christ only. This also applies to her functions of comfort and encouragement, which are attributed to the Holy
Spirit in Scripture. Do we need Mary as mediatrix, when it is the Spirit
who intercedes for us with God (Rom. 8:26 - 27)? Does the church need
Mary as example and type in the manner in which it is emphasized in
the veneration of Mary, when Scripture impresses upon us the example
of Christ, and calls Him the Governor and Finisher of our faith? The
saints, of a certainty, can serve us as examples, but they are examples in
their weakness and their strength, in their unbelief and their faith.
Mary, alone, is excepted by Rome however to be elevated far above all
human weakness as the immaculately conceived and the eternal virgin.
In this she competes with Christ. However it is explained by the Roman
Catholic authors, one cannot divorce oneself from the thought that
Mary alone can be so excessively venerated when the incarnation itself
is no longer considered seriously enough. Rome often reproaches the
Reformation that it does not seriously regard the incarnation if it
refuses to venerate Mary. But the question can and should be inverted
and addressed to Rome. Is it not true that, for Rome, Mary represents
the human side of salvation, because Christ is solely approached as
God, thus rendering Mary necessary as the complete human being, to
guarantee us full glorification in the place of Christ who fills this role
exclusively, according to the testimony of the New Testament? It is
therefore not so strange from a historic point of view, that Mary was
named Theotokos in the climate of a monophysitic trend in
Christology.
Thus we question Rome whether the veneration of Mary is not due to
a lack of consequence in the confession of the true humanity of Christ.
Modern developments in Roman Catholic theology lends more weight
to this question. As the humanity of Christ is accentuated more in the
new Roman Catholic theology, it will seem that interest in Mariology
fades into the background, giving rise to criticism. This development
points in the direction that Mariology in the church could only have
developed so vigorously as a counterbalance to a more or less docetical
trend in Christology. Where the emphasis on the divinity of Christ is
one-sided, it must be supplemented with the accent on Mary as the personification of human participation in salvation. Now however, that a
tendency is becoming apparent in the new Roman Catholic theology to
move in the direction of an ebrionitic Christology in which the humanity of Christ is emphasized at the expense of his Divinity, the pendulum
also swings to the other side for Mariology. Hence the critical attitude
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against the veneration of Mary of someone like Hans KUng, because his
Christology is clearly characteristic of a functional Christology which
sees Christ as a human being in whom God revealed Himself. Also with
dogmatists like Schillebeeckx and others something similar can be found
in Roman Catholic theology. The critical aspect of this development is
that once again the historic Jesus is to take over Mary's role as human
representative of salvation, at the expense of the complete confession of
his Divinity. Is it too much to allege that the basic structural lack in
Rome's trend of thought concerning the relationship of God and man
avenges itself in the traditional veneration of Mary as well as in the new
accents in Christology?
(c) Our third question is if we do not here become involved with a fragment
of all too human religiosity. It is known that Rome legitimises and
stimulates the natural religiousness of mankind. But together with this
it also entails that fundamental elements of paganism are allowed
within the church. ' To Rome this legitimization of natural religion is
concomitant with its vision on natural theology, the "physical" conception of grace and the idea of the analogia entis. It is impossible to go
into all these points comprehensively, yet it is clear that we seriously
come up against the source of all manner of truths which Rome
assumes to possess outside of the revelation in Christ. The natural
religious mind of the people plays an important part in the shaping of
the religious practice of the church. Thus, for example, the physical
conception of grace constitutes a kind of "power"with which holy objects, holy people and holy acts can be imbued. This, in spite of all explanations, still forms the background of the idea that corporeal contact with the source of salvation is essential for its transfer. It is
therefore not only important that the bread and the wine in the
eucharist should become the true body and blood of Christ, in order
that the communicant can in reality become one with the body of
Christ, but for the same reason, Mary, as the one person who bore
Christ in her body, is also holier than whosoever else. The physical contact with images with consecrated objects and with sacred places is still
an important factor in popular piety. One should try to understand this
theologically by saying that Rome, via the conception of the analogia
entis, the analogy of being, not only maintains that there is an analogy
or similarity between the being of God and the being of man, but also
that God and his creation form part of the same being, meaning that
the invisible God cannot only be known through visible objects, but
that He can also be found and honoured in these visible objects. Behind
the difference between Rome and the Reformation concerning the
veneration of Mary and the worship of the bread and wine on the altar,
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there lies the profound parting of the ways surrounding the interpretation of a concept like the analogia entis, the relationship between
Creator and Creature and the appreciation of natural theology.
Thus we ask Rome whether the veneration of Mary is not so deeply
rooted in the whole religious and theological structure of the Roman
Catholic Church, that it would be impossible to remove it without
changing the character of the entire Roman Catholic Church,
(d) Arising from this, our last question is whether, concerning the differences between Rome and the Reformation in the matter of the
veneration of Mary, we do not once again find ourselves deeply concerned in the basic difference between these two confessional groups.
To clarify, does the doctrine of the justification not appear in the
background, also in this aspect? Is it not true that Rome, also in the
doctrine concerning Mary, wishes to accommodate man's share in the
origin of salvation, and specifically the co-operation of man in this? It
would seem that it once again concerns the cooperatio, the meritorious
co-operation of man's free will with the saving act of God. According
to the Roman Catholic view, Mary did this with her historical deed of
obedience and this must still be done by the church in order to have a
share in salvation. Here we are up against the old problem of
synergism.
Opposed to this, the Reformation naturally does not assume that God
is everything and man nothing, as likewise it cannot be said that man
has no share whatsoever in the mediation of salvation. We know that
God uses man in His service and also that God sets aside and sanctifies
man with a view to the service rendered to the salvation of others.
Therefore no-one can deny that God called Mary to a service of invaluable significance.
This however, does not signify that the service of Mary acquires an
independent importance as being supplementary to the salvation work
of Christ. In her obedience and testimony Mary is on a level with the
prophets and apostles, together with all the champions of faith, a
gallery of whom we find in Hebr. 11. Her deed was one of faith which
correlated with the grace of God. In itself it was sheer emptiness, sheer
humanity, giving room for God to do what He intended to do through
her. Therefore too, it was not meritorious in itself, just as having faith
is not a meritorious deed. He who ascribes merit to the faith and obedience of man, fails to appreciate its true nature of total commitment to
God, and diverts the attention from God to man. In the veneration of
the saints and Mary attention is diverted from God and placed on the
merit of man, no matter how strongly Roman Catholic theology protests against this Protestant allegation.
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Therefore we ask Rome if the veneration of Mary is not also an inalienable part of Roman Catholic religion in this respect, and whether
the unwillingness of man to live on mercy alone, does not in reality find
a refined expression also in this way?
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